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Abstract: Java programming language is one of the most popular programming languages among IT developers.
There are common problems in the beginning learning process such as the installation and configuration process
of java software like JDK (Java Development Kit). During the online class session, it takes a lot of time and a large
internet data packet to solve this problem. This research proposes a website-based system called livE (online java Exercise). Students can practice coding and also do exams in real-time, simply by using a web browser and
the internet. If lecturers want to make corrections, lecturers do not need to download student answer files. They
can directly run the program code from student answers in the livE system. This indicates that the system implementation provides process efficiency in the student's job sheet exercises and lecturer's corrections. The result
from the test that has been carried out shows that livE is running as expected. Usability testing shows that users
are "totally agree" with system quality.
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Introduction

Information technology is developing so rapidly. It cannot be denied that in Indonesia, information technology had a lot of influence on many sectors. Of course, information technology
is commonly used to improve education [1][2], economy [3][4], transportation [5], health [6][7],
agriculture [8] and data security [9]. Developing information technology cannot be separated
from the role of IT developers. One of the programming languages that IT developers learn is
the Java programming language.
Java programming language is one of the most popular programming languages among IT
developers. This programming language is usually used as basics programming education material on informatic studies programs at the college. Of course, the Java programming language is
fundamental for students because it will be the opening gate for informatics engineering students
to learn other programming languages. One way to improve student skills and abilities is by doing
practical work or exercise using the Java programming language.
In offline class, many students experience problems. The problem occurs when students
perform installation and configuration process on practical devices like installation and configuration of Java JDK (Java Development Kit). It is often happening in the beginning semester, especially students who come from non vocational high school and are not familiar with computer programming. Students that fail to install and configure the practical supporting software, cannot
perform an experiment and practical exercises. To resolve these problems, the lecturer must
provide assistance and direction to the students.
However, during the online lecture session, lecturers could not directly assist students.
Meanwhile, if the problem is solved by lecturers using video conferencing, it will take a relatively
long video conference time and spend relatively many internet data packages. When a student
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does not immediately repair the problem, the student will not be able to do the experiment steps
or exercises from the practical's job sheet.
Several studies have been conducted by other researchers, developing systems for learning
and coding in real-time programming languages. Research by M. Guo et al. developed an automatic assessment for learning the introduction of the Java programming language for computer
science students [10]. The system built aims to make students learn interactively and in realtime. Furthermore, research conducted by A. N. Kumar made an online compiler as a system
designed for learning the C ++ programming language [11]. The system also provides animations
to assist students in learning se-mantic pointers in the C ++ programming language.
Research by N. Funabiki et al. designed a website-based application, called the Java Programming Learning Assistant System (JPLAS) [12]. It proposes to improve student skills in the
Java programming language. JPLAS was designed for the teacher so the teacher can provide
questions and program code. Then students can answer questions from the lecturer by creating
program code that can be compiled directly on the JPLAS web.
This research proposes a website-based system called "livE (online - java Exercise)" to improve the learning process using Java programming language. Students can work on job sheets
and question exercises through the livE system (online - java Exercise). Lecturers can use the livE
system to conduct online exams that require students to practice coding java programming
language directly. Students can answer the exam by coding in the livE system. Furthermore,
students can run the program code to find out the output of the program code. This system also
provides a reporting feature, how many times a student-run program code to answer a case
study/question. The benefit of this system is students can practice coding, and also they can
carry out practical tests in real-time, just using a web browser and the internet. Lecturers will
also find it easy by using this system. If lecturers want to make corrections, lecturers do not
need to download student answer files. They can directly run the program code from student
answers in the livE system. This indicates that the system implementation provides process efficiency in the student's job sheet exercises and lecturer's corrections.

Methodology

Figure 1 shows the process/stages in this research include literature review and observation, system requirements analysis, systems design, build software based on the design, and last
is software testing. Literature review and observation is to study the latest problems and research. System requirements analysis is to find out the needs of the system.

Figure 1. Stages of system development
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The first stage is to identify the problem through literature review and observation. Literature reviews are concerned with an understanding of the theoretical and technical basics of this
study. The literature review process resulted in the theory used as well as previous studies.
Furthermore, Researchers find research problems through observation by surveyed 31 students
who have used the Java programming language in the first semester. From this survey, it turns
out that 41.9% (13) of students experience difficulties in installing and configuring Java software
such as JDK. Apart from solving software installation and configuration problems, the "livE" system hopefully makes lecturers easier. Lecturers can check student answers in practice exam using
Java programming language.
The requirements analysis stage is the second stage in this study. At this stage, the
functional requirements of the system are determined that consist of hardware and software
required by the system also be analysed that functional requirements and hardware and software
requirements.
Functional requirements consist of:
1.
Users of the system, divided into three: admin, lecturers, and students.
2.
All users can login to the system.
3.
All users can make changes to data such as username, name, and password, especially
student users can make changes to data from the school.
4.
Lecturers can add exams/job sheet list, add exams/job sheet questions, add exams/job
sheet participants, and give score to participants.
5.
Students can take exams/ job sheet practice and can see the result of the exam/ job sheet
results.
Hardware and software requirements consist of:
1.
Hardware requirements. The computer specifications used in the development of this system are computers with an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3230M CPU @ 2.60GHz 8.00GB RAM.
2.
Software requirements. The software environments used in the development of this
system are Centos 8 Operating System, Apache Web server, Database Management System (DBMS) MariaDB, PHP Programming Language.

Figure 2. Database design of livE system
The third stage is the system design stage. This stage is needed to find a picture of what
features are needed to support the function of the system. In this design process, it is done by
creating the required database design, making use case diagrams to determine the role of each
user, and activity diagrams to determine the flow of each feature. The database required in this
study is illustrated with the physical diagram in Figure 2. In this study, seven tables were used,
namely the m_jenis_user, ujian, pengguna, pertanyaan, jawaban_peserta_ujian, peserta_ujian,
log_jawaban_peserta_ujian. The next design is making use case diagrams which can be seen in
Figure 3. Use case diagrams are closely related to the scenario. Scenarios must be able to explain
the complete and valid functionality of the system [13]. The interaction between users (actors)
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in the livE system is clearly illustrated in the use case diagram. The last design process is making
an activity diagram which is used to describe the workflow of a system. Following the use case
that has been made, there are 8 activity diagrams for the livE system.

Figure 3. Use case diagrams of livE system
The fourth stage is making the system. In this process, the system coding carried following
the design. livE implemented using JDK 14, Apache web server, Centos 8 operating system, DBMS
(Database Management System) Maria DB 10.3, and the PHP programming language. When the
user enters the Java program code in a web browser, These codes store on a text file. Then the
text file will be compiled and executed using the Shell Function in PHP. After the execution is
complete, the results store on the text file, and PHP will read them and return them to the user.
The system architecture created is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. System architecture of livE
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The fifth stage is system testing. The system is tested using functional testing and usability
testing. Functional testing aims to test system features, whether these features are running well.
This functional testing creates a test cases based on the requirement or design specification [14].
Meanwhile, usability testing measures the quality of a product or system-based experience of
users when using the product [15]. This test aims to find out how good the system is, based on
a questionnaire that has been filled in by the user [16].

Results and Discussions

Students can use the "livE" system when they want to do job sheets or take online exams when
to practice coding in the Java programming language. This chapter will present the results of the
system and also a discussion of system testing.

Results

The livE (online - java Exercise) can be used by students in lab experiments and carrying
out online exams. So that students can practice coding in the Java programming language. Three
types of users can interact with the system, the first user is a lecturer user, the second user is a
student, and the last is a lecturer who is the administrator.

Figure 5. Lecturer dashboard

Figure 6. Add question interface
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Figure 5 is the starting page when the lecturer successfully logs in. Lecturer users can
make improvements to user data, schedule exams, add and subtract test participants, add, and
subtract questions on the exam. They can also review the results of exams that have been done
by students, provide scores on each exam participant's answer, and provide specific questionnaire
questions on each exam.
Figure 6 is the interface when the lecturer adds new questions for both lab experiments
and online exams. Experiment's command or question's description typed in the questions section. The answer template will always prefix with the Main class name. livE only execute the Main
class. Every change on the answer template editor will be changing The Try Answer's editor. It
makes easy for lecturers to try to answer the questions given. The Answer Expectations section
contains the answers that the livE (Online - Java Exercise) considers correct. This section highly
recommends being filled so that the assessment can be done automatically. Try Answer's Editors
section can be used by the lecturer to verify the questions and answer templates that have been
prepared. If there is input for the code, the try input answer section can be fulfilled.

Figure 7. Exam/ practicum interface
For student users, the features provided are editing user data, viewing exams registered
by lecturers to students, and seeing the exam scores. Figure 7 is the interface for the exam/practicum page. On the test page, there is time remaining in the top right corner. Below the remaining
time, there are the question numbers from the exam. The active question number will be green
and the other question numbers will be blue.

Discussions

This section discusses system testing performed on livE systems. System testing carried
out in this study is functional testing and usability testing. Functional testing or BlackBox testing
is one of the software testing methods. Functional testing is performed to ensure the product
behaves according to functional requirements [14]. The results of functional testing in this study
are shown in Table 1. Based on Table 1, it can be seen that the livE system has provided the
expected results and has been running properly.
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After the functional testing is complete, the next step is the usability test. A usability test
in this study is done by giving a questionnaire to system users. livE users who fill out the questionnaire divided into two users, namely lecturers who teach Basic Programming courses and
students who take fundamental programming courses. Lecturers need to fill in ten questions and
were filled in by eight respondents, then the questionnaire to students was filled in by 40
respondents with six questions. Table 2 is the list of questions for the lecturer then Table 3 is the
list of questions for students. User satisfaction ratings are measured using the Likert scale method
[16]. In this study, the Likert scale used is five scales as shown in Table 4.
Table 1. Functional testing results
No.
1.

Testing
Login

Scenario
The system has successfully received the data
entered in the login menu. The data in the form
is a username and password so that the user can
access the system.
The system has successfully accepted the logout
process so system user can log out of the system.
The system displays user data changes according
to user input.
The system displays the "Add a list of exams or
job sheet" interface then the system will save
input data and display that data. The system can
also display a list of completed exams or job
sheets.
The system displays an interface for adding exam
questions/job sheet questions then the system
will save the user's input data and display it.
In the selected exam/job sheets, the system can
display a list of students who will add to the
exam/job sheets. Then the system will save the
list of participants.
The system can display the predicted score by the
system. Lecturers can make changes to that
score. When the lecturer changes the score, the
system will display the score according to the
input.
The system can display the "add questionnaire"
interface then the system will display the saved
questions.
The system displays the entire list of available
exams/job sheets. The system will display exam
questions when students press the start button.

Status
succeed

2.

Logout

succeed

3.

Update user data

4.

Add list of exams/
job sheet

5

Add questions

6

Add participants

7

Exam results

8

Add questionnaire
questions

9

Start exams/ job
sheet

10

Start coding

The system can display exam questions. The user
can change the program code in the "write code"
textbox.

succeed

11

Time-out

succeed

12

Fill in
questionnaire

When the time for solving the questions runs out,
the system automatically closes the questions.
Then the system will redirect the user to the
questionnaire page.
The system will display a list of questions and
save the questionnaire answers.

13

Exam score

The system will display the score based on the
test conducted by the user.

succeed

succeed
succeed

succeed
succeed

succeed

succeed
succeed

succeed
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The questionnaire is processed using a Likert scale by calculating the percentage (%) index
formula in Equation (1). Y is the highest Likert score multiplied by the number of respondents.
Then the calculation of the interval using the formula in Equation (2) to classify response categories from users.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 (%)𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 =

𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
𝑌

𝑥 100

100

(1)
(2)

𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑘𝑜𝑟 (𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑡)

Table 2. List of questions for lecturers
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Questions
Is the “update user data” features easy to use to view data or make changes to
user data?
Is the "Add list of exams/job sheets" feature on the livE System (online java exercise) easy to use?
Is the "Add questions" feature of the livE System (online java exercise) easy to
use?
Is the "Add participants" feature on the livE system (online java exercise) easy to
use?
Is the "Exam results" feature suit the lecturer's needs?
Is the "Add questionnaire " feature of the livE System (online java exercise) easy
to use?
Overall, Is the livE system comfortable to use?
Overall, Is the livE System (online java exercise) easy to operate?
Overall, can this application be useful for the teaching team lecturers?
In your opinion, does the livE system (online java exercise) meet the student's requirement for Lab and Online Test?
Table 3. List of questions for students

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Questions
Is the "exams/job sheets" feature on the livE system easy to use?
Can you easily code the java programming language using livE system?
Is the livE system help you in the Practice programming skills using java
language?
Is the livE system meet your requirement?
Is the livE allow you to Practice programming skills using java language wherever
you are?
Overall, is the livE easy to operate?
Table 4. Likert scale
Variable
1
2
3
4
5

Response Categories
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

The interval value from the calculation using Equation (2) is 20 resulting in response categories shown in Table 5. Furthermore, Equation (1) produces a percentage usability testing. Lecturer users give 92.75%, student users give 86.58%. So, it can be concluded by Table 3 that the
lecturers and students "totally agree" with the livE system.
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Tabel 5. Classification based on interval value

Percentage
0% - 19.99%
20% - 39.99%
40% - 59.99%
60% - 79.99%
80% - 100%

Response Categories
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

Conclusion

Students can use the "livE" to practice coding and also do exams in real-time. Lecturers
can use the "livE" system too. Lectures can carry out online exams, which require students to
practice coding using Java programming language directly. Based on the functional testing, the
livE system can run according to the scenario. Meanwhile, usability testing shows that users
"strongly agree" based on the user's experience interacting with the system. In the class sessions,
the lecturer often wants to be able to identify student difficulties in coding. In computer
programming, there are three kinds of errors: syntax errors, runtime errors, and logical errors.
So, for further research, a livE system will be developed in which lecturers will get syntax
errors/logic errors information.
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